Because of the support of our community, in 2019 The NOAH Center was able to transfer 3,891 dogs and cats out of overburdened partner shelters where they may have otherwise been euthanized for lack of space, and instead match them with their loving forever homes. Of these adoptions, 1,353 were neonatal puppies and kittens saved and cared for through our Foster Program. Our in-house Spay & Neuter Clinic performed an incredible 10,073 spay and neuter surgeries, including 829 free surgeries for feral cats, as well as 86 adult cats and dogs and their 437 babies through our Mom’s Last Litter Program, all making an impact in the reduction of pet overpopulation and homelessness.

Without you, these exciting accomplishments would not be possible. Read through the next few pages to learn more about all of the heartwarming work that The NOAH Center was able to achieve thanks to you. We are so grateful for the generosity and compassion shown by our community of supporters and are excited to see what 2020 has in store for us.
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The Northwest Organization for Animal Help (NOAH) is dedicated to stopping the euthanasia of healthy, adoptable and treatable homeless dogs and cats. We are committed to high quality spay and neuter programs available for low-income residents, family-friendly pet adoptions, humane education, and volunteer programs through our state-of-the-art facilities and Spay/Neuter Center.

OUR MISSION

The Northwest Organization for Animal Help (NOAH) is dedicated to stopping the euthanasia of healthy, adoptable and treatable homeless dogs and cats. We are committed to high quality spay and neuter programs available for low-income residents, family-friendly pet adoptions, humane education, and volunteer programs through our state-of-the-art facilities and Spay/Neuter Center.

OUR VISION

To reduce the number of homeless cats and dogs through spay/neuter and to find them forever homes.
SPAY/NEUTER

REDUCING PET OVERPOPULATION THROUGH HIGH QUALITY SPAY/NEUTER PROGRAMS

Pet overpopulation, the leading cause of pet homelessness in the United States, is a daunting challenge but one The NOAH Center is facing head on. Our Spay & Neuter Clinic has become one of the top low-cost spay/neuter facilities in Washington State and is manned by a powerhouse team of Veterinarians, Licensed Vet Techs, Veterinary Assistants as well as a host of clinic Volunteers. Together in 2019, our team performed a miraculous 10,073 spay and neuter surgeries on incoming NOAH animals and low-income family pets, and free of charge surgeries for 829 feral community cats, as well as 86 parent pets and their 437 babies through our Mom’s Last Litter Program.

Officially initiated in 2016, our Mom’s Last Litter Program was designed to reduce pet overpopulation within our local and surrounding communities. The NOAH Center works with families to provide free-of-charge surgeries for both parent pets (if available and owned by the same person) and the entire litter. Altered adults are returned to the owner and The NOAH Center enters the spayed/neutered puppies and kittens into our adoption program where they will all find loving, forever homes.

Every animal that arrives on a transfer from one of our partner shelters receives a medical exam, spay/neuter surgeries, vaccinations, flea treatment, and microchipping. If the newcomer has further medical needs, our clinic team will do whatever it takes to restore them to good health, even if that means x-rays, dental cleanings, round-the-clock care with staff, or emergency life-saving surgery. At The NOAH Center, we believe that every pet deserves to live their best life and we are honored to provide that chance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DOGS/PUPPIES</th>
<th>CATS/KITTENS</th>
<th>TOTAL COMBINED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2,578</td>
<td>7,495</td>
<td>10,073</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In 2019, The NOAH Center welcomed 4,097 animals into our transfer program. We continued to focus on areas struggling both with pet overpopulation, in Washington State and throughout the entire United States, transporting to our facility from 82 partner shelters. Many of these dogs and cats simply needed safe and warm shelter, healthy and nutritious food, a loving touch, and time to find their forever homes, while still others required us to go above and beyond by providing extraordinary medical aid and care. Many of these animals were rescued from partner shelters that didn’t have the resources to care for them. All of them deserved the best and thanks to you, they received it.
Volunteers truly are the heartbeat of The NOAH Center; without their heartwarming dedication to the animals, we would not be able to provide the level of care, number of surgeries, or rescue the amount of animals we do.

In 2019, 884 volunteers donated 66,874 work hours to ensure the many tasks throughout the facility were completed, and to the highest of standards. Whether providing caring for animals, assisting with transfers, washing never ending piles of laundry, sterilizing used surgical instruments, maintaining our grounds, or answering the phones, our volunteers are needed in every way and are the reason we can continue to save so many lives.

We love our volunteers!
EVENTS

LAUGH YOUR TAIL OFF
March 30, 2019

Laugh Your Tail Off was an evening full of laughter, fabulous food, fantastic friends and incredible fundraising. Surpassing our 2018 event, an astounding $150,730 was raised at our 2019 event for the homeless cats and dogs in our care. Thank you for joining us!

MUSIC FOR THE ANIMALS
October 12, 2019

Music for the Animals was, as it always is, an enchanting evening at the stunning Chateau Ste. Michelle winery in Woodinville, Washington. Together, our generous attendees raised over $257,567 to support our life-saving work at The NOAH Center. Thank you for your support!

2019 EVENT SPONSORS

Thank you to our business and community partners!
**Revenues:**
- Contributions: $1,802,475
- Service Revenue: $920,651
- Total Revenues: $2,723,126

- Retail Sales: $177,970
- Costs of Goods Sold: $60,285
- Gross Margin: $57,685

**Total Revenues:** $2,780,811

**Expenses:**
- Program Services: $1,639,207
- Management & General: $75,864
- Fundraising: $260,440
- Total Expenses: $1,979,511

**Other Income/(Expense):**
- Interest & Dividend Income: $247,595
- Unrealized Gain/(Loss) on Investment: $374,305
- Depreciation: $(173,433)
- Other: $752

**Change in Net Assets:** $1,250,519
**Net Assets, Beginning of Period:** $11,074,897
**Net Assets, End of Period:** $12,325,416

---

The NOAH Center has achieved a four star rating for sound fiscal management from Charity Navigator, America’s largest independent evaluator of charities. Receiving such a rating is a clear endorsement of NOAH’s responsible stewardship of donor’s funds.

The America’s Best Charities Seal of Excellence was awarded to The NOAH Center, demonstrating that it met the highest standards of public accountability, program efficiency, and cost effectiveness.
83% of funds raised go directly to programs and animal care.

3,891 homeless animals found their forever homes.

1,353 puppies and kittens were saved through the NOAH foster program.

10,073 dogs and cats, which included 829 feral cats, received spay/neuter surgery in our on-site clinic.

Cats:
- Admitted: 2,798
- Adopted: 2,636

Some animals were still in our foster program or waiting to be adopted at the end of the fiscal year.

Dogs:
- Admitted: 1,299
- Adopted: 1,255

82 shelters partnered with NOAH in Washington State and beyond.

4,097 animals were transferred from our 82 partner shelters.

66,874 volunteer hours were donated to help care for NOAH animals.

124 families opened their hearts and homes to foster animals in need.
GIFTS OF LOVE

Thank you for making our life-saving work possible.

IN 2019, INDIVIDUALS AND BUSINESSES GAVE A TOTAL OF $1,802,475 TO PROVIDE HOMELESS PETS WITH A SECOND CHANCE.

Thank you for making our life-saving work possible.
## TRIBUTES

Gifts made in honor or memory of a person or pet.

### TRIBUTES: PEOPLE

| Adam Soorholz                        | Beverly Strain                  | Christine Tobola            | Edmonds School Dst.         |
| Adina & Travis Duke                 | Bob Kinney                      | Christopher Ernenwein       | Edwin Frank                 |
| Alan Malquist                       | Bonita Saunders                 | Christy Buren               | Eileen & Wilma              |
| Alan Stapleton                      | Bonnie Collmer                  | Chuck Young                 | Eileen Kincannon            |
| Alexis Ashley                       | Brad Lewis                      | Cindy Pennington            | Elaine Mitchell             |
| Ali Vargas                          | Brandon Nguyen                  | Cindy Rudolph               | Elizabeth Berenice          |
| Alicia Kennemer                     | Brandy Velasquez                | Claudine Yonke              | Elizabeth Lybecker          |
| Alida Booth                         | Braxton Baker                   | Clayton Smith               | Elizabeth Ramstad           |
| Aliena Hook                         | Brian Corey                     | Clover Hobbis               | Ellen Jovanovich            |
| Alli Frye                           | Brian Corey, Marley             | Connie & Annie Malmquist    | Emily Shettel               |
| Allyssa Garton                      | Bridget May                     | Connie Harrington           | Emma Anderson               |
| Amanda Browne                       | Brie Sidener                    | Connie Kantzer              | Emma Perez                  |
| Amanda Smith                        | Brooklyn Slusher                | Constance Kessinger         | Eric DePoppe                |
| Amanda Thiessen                     | Cammie Hall                     | Cynthia Bullard             | Eric Melton                 |
| Amy Deaver                          | Candy Liggett                   | Cyrene Wells                | Eric Vegors                 |
| Amy E. Millerup                     | Carl Miller                     | Daisy Allison               | Erica Garcia                |
| Amy Frederick                       | Carnelius Bakich                | Damon Leith                 | Erika Haas                  |
| Andrew Becker                       | Carol Cole                      | Darlene De Arman            | Erin Norman                 |
| Andrew Marchuk                      | Carol Hardiman                  | Dave Rogers                 | Evan Rawson                 |
| Andrey Shubin                       | Carol Strain                    | David Byrn, Jr.             | Francesca Havas             |
| Andy Beavo                          | Carolann Mickels                | David Emerson               | Gabe Shardelman             |
| Ann Weber                           | Caroline Moser                  | David Livingston            | Gail Anderson               |
| Ann Williamson                      | Carolyn Edson                   | David Walker                | Gail Indredson              |
| Anna Crystal                        | Carrie Kraamer                  | Dawn Craig                  | Gary Knudson                |
| Anna Marie Sannes                   | Carrie Rawson                   | Dawn Fuller                 | Gayle Helseth-Kenison       |
| Anndi Pena                          | Carrie Taylor                   | Dawn Malfet                 | Gayle Neadeau               |
| Anne O'Dell                         | Cassandra Gross                 | Deana Edwards               | Gene & Anita Cole           |
| Anne Preston                        | Cassie Rae                      | Deana Larson-Donaldson      | Gene Derig                  |
| Anne Thorton                        | Catherine Cloud                 | Deann Henry                 | Gerri Gunn                  |
| Anonymous                          | Catherine Wright                | Debbi Johnson               | Ginger Perry                |
| Anthony Movius                      | Cathy Byer                      | Debbie Ellinghaus           | Ginny Morgan                |
| Anthony Wright                      | Celeste Garcia                  | Debi Williams               | Godfrey Miles               |
| Anonymous                          | Char Campbell                   | Deborah Clark               | Grace Obay                  |
| April Greenberg                     | Charlene Edson                  | Deborah Lutz                | Gracey Walsh                |
| Archer Randall                      | Charles Engelhard Foundation    | Debra Bailey-Wilke          | Grant Good                  |
| Arlene Reynolds                     | Charles Tuck                    | Debra Kornelli              | Harry Lundstrom             |
| Arthur Tucker                       | Chelsea Eaton-Jones             | Denice Ullestad             | Haworth                     |
| Ashley Byrne                        | Cheri Stewart                   | Denise Garlington           | Heather Engstrom            |
| Ashley Danielson                    | Cheryl Carr                     | Denise Laporte              | Heather Fultz               |
| Ashley Wilson                       | Chloe Sakshaug                  | Denise Smith                | Heather Waters              |
| Ashlynn Barborinas                  | Chris Baxter                    | Desiree Trolli              | Heather Wischmann           |
| ASU Foundation                      | Chris Miller                    | Diana Armstrong             | Heidi Garske                |
| Banghart                            | Chris Robert                    | Dianne Clark                | Heidi Kotzian               |
| Barbara Adacmyzk                    | Chris Stewart                   | Donna Brasher               | Heidi Smith                 |
| Barbara Ostenberg                   | Chris Westphal                  | Donna Reynolds              | Heidi Vaule                 |
| Becca Anglesey                      | Christa Ann                     | Doraliza Longoria           | Henry Tanaka                |
| Benita Helseth                      | Christi Kight                   | Duane garvais Lawrence      | Henry Wade                  |
| Benjamin Lahore                     | Christian White                 | Duane Herring               | Herbert Washburn            |
| Bernadeen Randall                   | Christie Peterson               | Duane Stenson               | Holli Casillas              |
| Beth Klemetsen                      |                            | Dwight Inokuma              | Israel Basinger             |
| Beulah Amardendran                  |                            | Dzis and Tally              | James Joyce                 |
| Beverly Sparks                      |                            | Eddie Ubert                 | James Ramirez               |
TRIBUTES: PEOPLE

Jame Sullivan
Jan Roberts
Jane Brandt
Jane Halsey
Janic Garlingotn
Janice Kramer
Jasmine Star
Jean Albert
Jean Holt
Jean Nielsen
Jeannine Bannick
Jeff Corey
Jeff Goodmark
Jeff Laycock
Jeff Moen
Jeffery Vincent
Jeffrey Glossip
Jen Grabaskas
Jen Sloan
Jenn Wheeler
Jennifer Faber
Jennifer Larson
Jennifer Saywers-Harvey
Jennifer Tan
Jenny Klabo
Jeremy Fugler
Jeremy O'Brion
Jess Reyes
Jessica Andrew
Jessica McCarthy
Jessica Van Vleet
Jill Aman
Jill Grossi Oclaray
Jillian Peterson
Jim Beaupre
Jim Levy
Jim Wingren, Jr.
Joan Jensen Trust
Joan Namdar
Joanna Millick
Joanne and Chris Giordano
Joanne Johnson
Joanne Vacca
Jody Lynn
Jody Villarreal
Joe Day
Joe Trailer
John & Joan Webster
John & Lynn Stoller
John & Marilyn Walker
John Berstch
John Billen
John Heisel
John Martinez
Johnny Grady
Josephine McKissen
Josh Bing
Joshua Dolim
Judy Aten
Judy Roesbery
Julia Haldane
Julie Jauck
Julie Needham
Justin Kimball
Justin Magill
Kammi Remsing-Davis
Karen Bondurant
Karen Boney
Karen Michelle Schultz
Karen Sadler
Karyn Markin
Kate Wilson
Katherine McLaughlin
Katherine Schifffner
Kathi Gardner
Kathie K. Crozier
Kathleen
Kathleen Miyashiro
Kathleen Ruesken
Kathy Logan
Kathy Sloan
Katie Barnes
Katie George
Kay C. Savold
Kayla Peterson
Ken & Nora Panitz
Kerri Hultz
Kerry Knapp
Kierra
Kierra Fillwock
Kim Heisel
Kim Perry
Kimberly Jo
Kimberly Ruck
Kimberly Smith
Kimberly Thorenne Storey
Kim-Scott Moffatt
Kiyoko Wilfong
Kjersti Jaysund
Koichi Matsumura
Krista Anderson
Kristin Cottle
Kristin Finkbiner
Krystyna Isaacs
LA Halliwell
LA Watkins
Larry & Vicki Stoner
Laura Mclendon
Laura Montoya
Laurel Silveira
Lauren Wright
Lauri Manley
Leah Shamlan
LeAnne Hartmann
Lee Hartwell
Lee Smith
Lee Wilson
Leland Ross
Leo Aandahl
Leroy Cobb
Leslie Polizzi
Leslie Shapiro
Linda Blair
Linda Fredin
Linda Gannell
Linda Savell
Linda Wise
Lisa Brenton
Lisa Jones
Lisa Lieke
Lisa Sawyer
Liz Madden
Lonnae Fillwock
Lora Kuntz
Lori Carpenter-West
Lori Kankikeberg
Lori Long Thompson
Lucky Dog Racing
Lynette Henson
Lynn Warner
Lynne George
Machen Baurichter
Madeline Hutson
Maiphu Jones
Makaela Stroud
Malakai, Bella, Addie, Haley, Jeffrey, Matthew, Daniel & Meredith
Malerie Phillips
Mandy Northrup
Mariah Macham
Marianna Dzis
Marie Armstrong
Marie Cory
Mark Waggoner
Marlene Alfson
Marlene Patrick
Martí Westphal
Martin Hardiman
Martin Rollins
Mary Collen Mckinnon
Mary DePoppe
Mary Easley
Mary Grannell Thacker
Mary Jo Hagen
Mary McGrew
Mary Prudent
Maryka Ford
Matt & Danielle Sheppley
Matthew Nugent
Maureen McCarthy
Meg K-Hill
Megan Roskelley
Melina Chambers
Melissa Biringer
Melissa Gill
Melissa Keith
Melissa Staffenhagen
Melissa Willet
Mia Ruston
Micaela Parker
Michael Hawaka
Michelle Anderson
Michelle Jeffreys
Michelle Wilson
Mihoko Tanaka
Mikaelah Armbuster
Mike Meads
Miles McGillivray
Miranda Rosebrook
Missy Milne
MJ Wax
Mo Deschane
Monica Miramontes
Morgan-Street
Nancy Hamilton
Natalie Kreger
Nathen Kirkman
Nia Rudolph
Nic Carroll
Nicola Hesketh
Nicol Hardy
Nicole Primeau
Niki Wallick
Nina Caïne
Norman Goodwin
Norman Reddy
North Cascades Corvairs
Odvar Jacobsen
Orin Edson
Pam Long
Pamela Merrill
Pamela Reddy
Paolo Stracqualursi
Patricia Godomski
Paul Tsang
Paula Olson
Paula Sneddon
Paulette Talley
Paulette Youngsteadt
Peggy Coker
Penny Bayman
Pete Suwanakam
Rachael Bowker
Rachael Nelson
Rachel Avramenko
Randa Slack
Ray Staton
Rebecca & Eric Minelga
Rebecca Pulse
Rebekah Cook
Reidar A. Karlson
Renae Ebel
Rhiana Rodgers
Rhonda Hartman
Richard Lund
Richard Scott
Rick Elving
TRIBUTES: PEOPLE
Rick Naccarato
Rita Aandahl
Rita Lauzon
Rob Edworthy
Robert Reed
Roberta Prouty
Robin Hammond
Robyn Tidrick
Ron Privrasky
Ronald Anderson
Ronny Syvertsen
Ryan Dancey
Sam Moore
Samantha Langley
Sandy Healy Wagner
Sara Eaton
Sarah Bucks
Sarah Case
Sarah Gaspar
Sarah Kimbrough
Sarah Poletto
Sarah Richardson
Sarah Spence
Scott Malmquist
Seth Balyeat
Shair Carter
Shair Carter
Shanna Young
Shannon Kopick
Shannon Lee Cunningham
Shannon Tieg
Sharan Dykhouse-Pardun
Sharon Alme
Sharon Bald
Shauna Mallory
Shelby Youngsteadt
Sheldon
Shelley Lee
Sheri McFarland
Sheril Schokman
Sherry Amundson
Sherry Peterson
Sheryl Zen Ruffinen
Sonja Vukevich
Sonja Tangen
Stacey Jones Shotwell
Stacie Ventura
Stan Singer
Stephanie Brown-Ford
Stephanie Gacek
Stephanie Ray-Solum
Stephanie Skeffington
Stephen Kimbrough
Steve Berry
Steve Dunn
Stevenson
Sue Christianson Shomaker
Sue Ellen Walko
Sue Olson
Susan Ladoux
Susan Singer
Susie Gosselin
Susy Goin
Suzanne Hatch
Sybil Francis
Tabitha Squires
Talisha Neidigh
Tammy Kievan
Tanalye Haga
Tara Herbert
Tara Higgins
Tasha Montgomery
Taylor Wilson
Ted Dahlstrom
Teresa Pepin
Teresa Wang
Teri Grenier-Nelson
Tessie Trotter-Reggio
Theresa Hebert
Thomas Cook
Thomas Keane
Tim Martin
Tim Weber
Todd Damnit
Tom Lowe
Tom Street
Tony Armstrong
Torbjorn Reinersen
Tori Perry
Toria Freed
Tory Klementson
Tote Maritime
Tracy Wilfong
Travis Ankrom
Ula Paulsen
Velda Latner
Veronica De Gier
Vickie Armstrong-Walker
Vicky Chapman
Victoria Heisel
Vincent Brach
Vincent Martinis
Violet Robinweiler
Warner Brown
Wendy Crozier
Wendy Dahlstrom
Wendy Rice
Wicknick Family
Wixey
Yvette Carnahan
Zach Milchad
Zanette Giesler-Christensen
Zoa Kohrmann
Barbara Heimann
Batya Harlow
Bloomquist Group Inc.
Carol Brister
Cynthia Goodman
Deb Hamby
Debbie Harris
Deonet Wolfe
Dianne Hershey
Dion Menser-Ardeini
Klayou
Donald Bornhoft
Ed & Tami Baden
Edwin Frank
Fay Mafnas
Noah
Helen Worley
Jance Family
Jane Brandt
Bodzi
Jane Halsey
Jane Ryan
Jeffrey Romanelli
Blue
Jonathan Myers
JT Hart
Karl Klokkevold
Kayleigh Rodgers
Kaylynn Van Camp
Lark Quattlebaum
Margaret Riddle
Marjorie Thoman
Elvis the Pug
Mark Cerasuolo
Mary Blaine
Mary Hansen
Mary Samuels
Jonah
Melody Tucker
Michael and Jamie Citti
Morgan Rote
Patricia Koeller
Philip Johansen
Phyllis McCorkle
Rachael Brown
Sonnie
Richard Holloway
Rob Scott
Robert Wenman
Sara Worden
Sarah Kinne
Sadie
Sarah Lais
Sharon Schindwein
Sherry Hansen
Sierra McMillian
Butterbean, Mariah, Icky & Henzee
Wendi Blanken

FRIENDSHIP WALL
James Foster
Don Chaney
Theresa Baker
Sheri Edson
Renae Watson
James Schaffner
Mary Manning
Jennifer Iwamoto
Laura Paise
Daryl Wakefield
Matthew Feigenbaum
Marty Katz
Lucky Dog Racing
Daryl Wakefield
Heather O'Brien
Charlene Edson
Kodi
Chris Moorehead
Leroy and Phyllis VanHee
Tracy VanHee
Benjamin “Boom Boom” Schmelke
David and Carlene Schmelke
Clover Mandura
Wendy Mandura
Jackie Oi
James Schaffner
Oscar
Diane Tait Dong
Katya Tazin
Roxanne Pokrzywinski
Jake LeBlanc
Kristine

EMPLOYEE GIVING CAMPAIGNS
Allstate
America's Best Local Charities
Bank of America Charitable Foundation
Benevity (Cambia)
Boeing
Combined Federal Campaign
Commercial Aircraft
Hale Pet Door
Heritage Bank
Honeywell International
Intellectual Ventures
Interiors
JP Morgan Chase Foundation
Network For Good
Nordstrom
PTO, Inc.
Target Corporation
The Boeing Company
Truist
United Way
Wells Fargo
YourCause

TRIBUTES: PETS
Alexandra Copeland
Andrew Fischer
Annie Moore
Asia Citro
Barbara Del Bosque
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Bequests are an incredible way to leave a legacy of compassion and make a big impact at The NOAH Center, making up a noteworthy percentage of total gifts received from individuals each year. Not only do bequests support homeless pets and our spay/neuter clinic, they also provide funding to maintain our state-of-the-art facilities as well as new equipment which allows us to save even more lives.

The NOAH Center uses gifts from estates as the donor directs. There are several ways to include The NOAH Center in your planned giving:

1. Will or Trust: Specific gifts, residuary gifts or contingent gifts
2. Retirement Assets: IRA, 401(k), 403(b), pension or other tax-deferred plans
3. Life Insurance: primary or contingent beneficiary
4. Pet Care Trust: entrust your pets to The NOAH Center’s adoption program

Please consider making a difference with a gift in your will or trust. We invite you to contact us for more information at: (360) 629-7055.

**DONATED VEHICLES**
Albert Perpuse
Barry Levenson
Becky Norgard
Brian Buschbom
David Ralls
Eric Jenson
Gordon Sinclair
Grace Sortland
Greg Gilstrap
Janet Warrington
John Russell
Lori Hudson
Randall Daniel
Sarah Salvador
Shawna Ryan

**MONTHLY GIVING**
Angel Kiger
Anna Crane
Anne Belovich
Austin Hull
Bethlyn Loving
Bonita Saunders
Brian May
Brian Rutherford
Cheri Anderson
Cheryl Nelson
Chris Houser
Colin Williamson
Colleen Aldrich
Cyndi Schaeffer
Cynthia Andre
Cynthia Henry
Danielle Guenther
Darrell DeRochier
David Pearce
David Roetcisoender
David Talamantes
Dawn Grimstead
Debby Zins
Deborah Martin
Diana Clark
Donna Moody
Dorothy Shattuck
Edwin Moats
Elizabeth Doyle
Erich Cosgrove
Helen Wheeler
Henry Kennedy
Ida and Vinton Schmidt
Jacob Bardwell
James Hillman
Javier Berzal
Jill Payne-Holman
Joel Montoya
John Thomas
John Webster
Judy McClellan
Julie Straith
K. Michelle Schulz
Kathy Bordner
Kelley Churchill
Kevin Guy
Kole Johnstone
Larry Whittekien
Laura Bolser
Linda Howard
Linda Truedson
Lisa Hudson
Lyn O’Doran
Marilyn Dahl
Marion Boyer
Mark Edson
Mary Dunphy
Megan Coughlin
Melanie Peterson
Michael Brown
Michael Carlson
Michael Cull
Mike Traver
Nancy Orr
Nancy Turner
Norman Glover
Pamela Larsen
Patricia McConnhehey
Ron Herman
Scott Robinson
Shane Pierce
Sharon Pawlowicz
Sherry Hansen
Sonja Kromann
Stacy Wengen
Stanley Smallwood
Star Farm
Stephanie Jesmer
Stephen Slade
Steve Sloan
Susan Buchanan-Hess
Tamara Martinello
Thomas Wright
Toni LaChapelle
Tracy Nimmerrichter-Burgess
Trisha Carmack
Valerie Metzger
Viktoriya Mikla

**SUITE SPONSORS**
Carol McRae
Dale & Ruth Chenault
David & Peggy Lynn Tovrea
David & Tori Fransen
Don and Kathy Haggen
Don MacMillan
Jacob & Lynn Setterberg
Julie Jager
Lee Hartwell
Marianne Le
Mary Manning
NW Center for Optimal Health
DONATION CANISTERS
Arlington Co-op Supply
Arlington Hardware
Asgard Massage
Bud Hut - Camano Island
Calico Cupboard Cafe & Bakery
Canyon Park Veterinary Hospital
Cedar Family Dentistry, Inc.
Chatter Box Restaurant
Coastal Farm & Ranch
Coleman Outlet Store
Country Store - Burlington
Country Store - Stanwood
Darrington IGA
Fidalgo Animal Medical Center
Flea Market
Ginger Grater/Olive Shoppe
Holiday Sports
Jay’s Market
Mud Bay Inc.
Muse
Northern Lights Chevron
Porterhouse Pub
PRC Arlington
PRC Conway
Project Paws
Shrimp Shack
Skagit Animal Clinic
Skagit Mazda
Skagit Shooting Range
Skagit Valley Food Co-Op
Skagit Valley Gardens
Stanwood Hardware
Swinomish Tribal Community
The Country Rose
The Pottery Nook
The Spare Room Vintage
Tillinghast Postal & Bus. Center
Twin City Lanes
Tyee Grocery
Wayne’s Corner Cafe

FOUNDATIONS
Bellingham Beer and Wine Foundation
Community Foundation of Snohomish County
Filer Foundation
John C. & Karyl Kay Hughes Foundation
JP Morgan Chase Foundation
Julie Ann Wrigley Foundation
Keith & Mary Kay McCaw Family Foundation
Keyes Foundations
MDU Resources Foundation
Onehope Foundation
Opus Community Foundation
Schwab Foundation
Seattle Foundation
The Charles Maxfield Parrish & Gloria Parrish Foundation
The Martin D. Cohen Family Foundation
The Petco Foundation
Theodore H. Johansen Family Foundation
Walton Family Foundation, Inc.

MONTHLY GIVING

Help us make an even bigger impact: Join our Paw Pack Club and become a monthly donor!

Monthly gifts are one of the best ways to support The NOAH Center, as they provide sustained support for our adoptable animals. Become a monthly donor of any amount and make a difference year-round.
THANK YOU TO OUR 2019 ALUMNI MEMBERS!

Aaron Balazs
Aaron Patterson
Aaron Stewart
Abigail Butzen
Adelaide Peabody
Aero Kelley
Alan Smith
Alanna Cates
Alex Naumann
Alexander Cuervo
Alexander Jubie
Alexander English
Alexandria Hohman
Alexis Constantouros
Alexis Linn
Alicia Held
Alisha Dowling
Alyssa Neal
Alyssa Ploskonak
Alyssa Prause
Amanda Beard
Amanda Boseck
Amanda Elmore
Amanda Nowak
Amber Adkins
Amber Estrella
Amber Hedgpeth
Amber Iredale
Amy Gronemyer
Amy Hoover
Amy Jones
Amy Marshall
Ana Verhaaf
Ana Hernandez-Hdz
Andrea Jensen
Andrea Marlan
Andreas Alpisa
Andrew Grant
Andrew Martinez
Angel Barson
Angela Dillon
Angela Martin
Angela Wright
Angelynn Del Rosario
Angie Hines
Anil Stavros
Anita Aucourt
Ann Boyce
Ann Bunch
Ann Jurkovich
Ann McWilliams
Ann Reinhart
Ann Walker
Anna Casillas
Annashaye Stiles
Annette Whitaker
Annie Smith
Anthony & Kaarin Brothers
Anthony Casement
Anthony Howard
Anthony McAleer
Anthony McMahone
Anthony Rubio
April Dudder
Arceli Mendoza
Arley Decker
Arthur Lannan
Arthur Ryoo
Ashley Doble
Ashley Garmon
Ashley Seachord
Ashlyn Eichler
Atsumi Nagai-Voorhees
Aubrey Fulmer
Audrey Mills
Austin Henderson
Austin Norback
Austin Rabel
Autumn Hall
Bailey Bernal
Barbara Davies
Barbara Doppelman
Barbara Klokkevold
Barbara La Mere
Barbara Leahy
Barbara Peterson
Barbara Stover
Barbara Stromberg
Barbara Strong
Barbara Thompson
Barbi McRae
Becca Benedict
Becky Gilberg
Bekka Austin
Benjamin Knibbe
Beth Scollard
Beth Stovall
Bethlyn Loving
Betty Storm
Beverly Devere
Beverly Freeese
Billie Swift
Blake Bifoss
Blakely Werner
Bodean Bowling
Bonnie Brayden
Bonnie Earley
Brandi Smith
Brandon Moser
Brandon Sprecher
Breanna Lunsford
Brenna Larson
Brenna Pennington
Brenna Reeves
Brent Tuckfield
Brian Charnock
Brian Dildbeck
Brian Millar
Brian Adams
Briana Adams
Briana Bankston
Briane Patterson
Brittany Ceruti
Brittany Goffin
Brittney Walin
Brooke Devol
Bryan Wilson
Brynn Walters
Bryan McLean
Cacie Desautel
Caleb Brumley
Calvin Cotton
Candace Sawyer
Carl and Tracy Jones
Carl Boscauwen
Carla Pirkle
Carla Willis
Carleen Cantu
Carlos Cruz Trabanino
Carly Robertson
Carol & Ed Roach
Carol Kulminski
Carol Martin
Caroline DeGarmo
Carolyn Sue McCauley
Carrie Cochran
Carrie Morehouse
Casey Barten
Casey Christian
Casey Dennis
Cassandra Hurley
Cassandra Sargent
Cassidy Sewell
Cassie Blue
Catelyn Wyatt
Catherine Budbill
Catherine Kemmerer
Catherine Le Page
Cathy Love
Cerissa Charron
Chad Roberson
Chancellor Cramer
Charissa Corder
Charles Adler
Charles Andrews
Charles Beard
Charles Gadd
Charles Kelly
Charles Minne
Charles Smith
Charlotte Beall
Chasity White
Chelsey Guizzotti
Cheryl Gardner
Cheryl Palmquist
Cheryl Reid
Cheyanne Cruz
Chris and Jerry Scott
Chris Furlong
Chris Moorehead
Chris Snowdy
Christina Ammons
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Christina Bohannan
Christina Fisher
Christina Kale
Christine Benjamin
Christine Finsand
Christine Harmon
Christine Hodge
Christine Murray
Christine Park
Christine Schmidt
Christine Sime
Christine Wilbert
Christopher and Brianna
Edenburn
Christopher Crooker
Christopher DeLisle
Christopher Gillard
Christopher Kenna
Christopher Noble
Christy Stroup
Ciera Martin
Cindy Tondell
Claire Furlong
Clint Smith
Cole Baker
Colleen Jennings
Colleen Murphy
Colen Marquish
Colton Schmitt
Conard Brade
Concetta Nichols
Connie Lundstrom
Connie Morantes
Connor Cliggott
Constance Slater
Courtney Nevins
Craig Dill
Cristina Adams
Cristy Nakaoka
Crystal Jones
Crystal Miller
Crystal Steele
Crystal Wilkerson
Cynthia Allred
Cynthia Rogers
Dale Avuil
Dale Marty
Dana Reggiannini
Daniel Fitzgerald
Daniel Hanson
Daniel Ortega-Gomez
Daniel Ringel
Daniel Schwartz
Daniel Segars
Daniel Utano
Daniel Vanderburgh
Daniel White
Daniel Woodman
Daniella Leach
Danielle Reynolds
Danny Rios
Darby Jordan
Darcie Wiebke
Daryn Drexter
Darien Villanueva
Darlene Johnson
Darlene Rosenquist
Darlyce Jerde
Darren Watland
David Bertino
David Gates
David Geary
David Hurt
David Johnston
David LeWarne
David Lucken
David Millon
David Nearing
David Oster
David Ramirez
David Schwab
David Shade
David Silliman
Dawn Darling
Daylin King
Dayna Jaeger
Dayna Teldetzk
Deana Hill
Debbie Bailey
Debbie Greenlund
Debbie Johnson
Debbie McCormick
Debra Riebe
Deborah Guenther
Deborah Hubbard
Deborah Nordin
Debra Brooks
Debra Ellinghaus
Debra Tremko
Dee Gobel
Delaney Welch
Dena Ruther
Dennis Roberts
Deontrez Freeman
Destiny Donohue
Dezarae McKinney
Diana Rice
Diane Brentson
Diane Seward
Dianne Clark
Dieter Brandyberry
Don Noyes
Donald Bornhoeft
Donald Deskins
Donald Knapp
Donald O’Dell
Donald Whiter
Donna and Tony Stride
Donnie Measamer
Doreen St. Ong
Doris Sharp
Dorothea Guerra
Dorothy Hunt Curtin
Dorothy Moran
Dorothy Shattuck
Dwight Wiest
Dyana Mitchell
Edward Killham
Edward McNeilly
Edward Sugar
Edwin Pacis
Elise Lazzari
Elizabeth Collins
Elizabeth Cummins
Elizabeth Macdonald
Elizabeth Stromme
Elizabeth Tennent
Elizabeth Zylstra
Ellen Beecroft
Else Ronken
Elyse and Michael
Emil
Emiliano Herzog
Emily Crossman
Emily Fuller
Emily Mercer
Emmanuel Besel
Eon Korina-Robinson
Eric Epstein
Eric Randell
Eric Varness
Erica Schmidt
Erik Gallagher
Erik Melgard
Ernesto Montemayor
Eugene Polonsky
Fabrizio Martinez
Faith Houser
Florence Marshall
Fondern Payne
Francis Simon
Francisca Gomez-Baeza
Frank Wood
Franklin Trosett
Gabriella Delgado
Gabrielle Trapp
Gail Knisely
Gary Berg
Gary Shrauner
Gaye Marklund
Gene Yamamoto
Geoff Dirks
Geoff Walla
George Cyr
Fer
George Freus
George McCarthy-Zink
George Rausch
Gerald Buns
Gina Baker
Gina Castillo
Gina Esposito
Gina Mayfield
Glen Remsen
Gloria Davis
Graciela Cisneros
Greg and Lindsay Lopata
Gregory Barroca
Gretchen Stokspof
Hudges
Gryselle Nartatez
Gustavo Arguello
Hans Koch
Hans Paulsen
Heather Kandt
Heather Kooyman
Heather Shainin
Heather Tyree
Heidi & Eric Petersen
Heidi Davis
Heidi Reynolds
Helen Green
Henry Gohman
Henry Taimanglo
Hillary Waadveig
Holly Burns
Holly Zox
Hugh Beatty
Hyacinth Bard
I Cha Spangler
Ian Talarico
Isaiah Eskridge
Jack Jamerson
Jack Nichols
Jackie Menger
Jackie Soulek
Jaclyn Colloton
Jacob Nehava
Jacqueline Specht
Jacquelynne Engle
Jake Lackie
James & Nancy Yonker
James Clark
James Erdmann
James Hillman
James McCallum
James Torset
James Trumbull
Jami Woodruff
Jamie Alvarez
Jamie McCullough
Jamie Moon
Jamie Parker
Jamie Stumph
Jan Clark
Jana Harper
Jane Bacon
Jane Repensek
Janet Raynor
Janice Cramer
Janice Marker
Janine Halley
Janna Benjamin
Jasmine Sciane
Jason Beach
Jason Doughty
Jason Mehlum
Jason Taylor
Jason Vo
Javier Fernandez
Jean Guy Speton
Jean Nichols
Jeanne Leader
Jeanine Heindel
Jeff Adelman
Jeff Rosinek
Jeffry O’Neill
Jeffrey Berg
Jeffrey Biermanski
Jeffrey Frank
Jena Frye
Jenna Davison
Jennifer Angelos
Jennifer Black
Jennifer Brien
Jennifer Brown
Jennifer Fairbanks
Jennifer Graves
Jennifer Leseberg
Jennifer Mitchell
Jennifer Reene
Jennifer Rich
Jennifer Rucker
Jennifer Simms
Jennifer Sonsteng
Jennifer Taylor
Jennifer Voggenthaler
Jerald Santos
Jeralywn White
Jeremy Foglesong
Jeremy Hardiman
Jeremy Lance
Jeremy Means
Jeremy Visser
Jeremy West
Jerry and Ann Distefano
Jessica Arnaudo
Jessica Hoyson
Jessica Kirkwood
Jessica Pickering
Jessica Schoonmaker
Jessica Silverman
Jessica Wood
Jill Backstrom
Jill Stanton
Jim Birdsell
Jim Forrester
Jo Krutulewski
Joan Majeski
Joan Thorson
Jodie Moll
Jody Spencer-Calimlim
Joe Cantwell
Joel Cureton
Joel Faber
Joette Lynch
John Bellersen
John Furlong
John Kanarick
John MacCormack
John Quade
John Ramie
John Soldano
John Williams
Johnathon Dufrance
Joleen Ash
Jonathan Adams
Jonathan Ploudre
Joni Bridge
Jordan Gildersleeve
Jordan Tan
Jose Torres
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Joseph and Kristi Williams
Joseph Hayes
Joseph Leblonde
Joseph Regimbal
Joseph Teehan
Joshua Owrey
Joshua Smith
Jourdan Radloff
Joy Warner
Joyce Darrow
Joyce Doll
Judy Kononen
Judy Rice
Judy Scheidt
Juli Wampler
Julianne Laron
Julie Alleman
Julie Corglat
Julie Edwards
Julie Heim
Justin England
Kaesandra Gallagher
Kaili Mae Frederick
Kaitlin Watson
Kaitlin Williamson
Kaitlynn Hermosillo
Kali Wraspir
Karen Camandona
Karen Hausrath
Karen Hurdy
Karen Smith
Karen Taylor
Karen Thompson
Kari Ellingson
Kari Johnson
Kari Pendray
Karin Wigen
Karine Johnson
Karl Hammer
Karl Klokkevold
Kasey Beavers
Kate Thorp
Katharine Shores
Katherine Peterson
Kathryn Nord
Kathleen Allen
Kathleen Chin
Kathleen Gilham
Kathleen Ihnken
Kathleen Phillips
Kathryn Alexandra
Kathryn Mckee
Kathryn Riley
Kathryn Stewart
Katie Bolster
Katie Diel
Katie Trask
Katrina Trampush
Katy Tazzin
Kay C Strommer
Kayla Beatty
Kayla Snyder
Kaylen Graves
Kaylin Burnham
Keith Ford
Kelli Graves
Kelli Martin
Kelly Darling
Kelly Dorey
Kelly Howard
Kelly Lu
Kelly Mason
Kelly Novy
Kelly Wilhorse
Kelsie Ratterree
Kelvin Agusto
Ken and Shelly Blackford
Ken Wachter
Kendra Harnden
Kenneth Bellamy
Kenneth Hall
Kenneth Lee
Kenneth Longley
Kenneth Yoakum
Kerry Page
Kevin Guy
Kevin Ivan
Kevin Kienecker
Kevin Lohr
Kevin Pritchett
Kiana Vandergrift
Kim Baker
Kim Hanley
Kim Magana
Kim Owenby
Kim Reading
Kimberly Harder
Kimberly Seitz
Kirin Reynolds
Kirsten Gonzalez
Klyntin Bott
Koran Luce
Kortney Livesay
Kriss and Geoffrey Pearson
Krista Cameron
Kristen Seversen
Kristina Jones
Kristina Sims
Kristine Carter Naff
Krystal Lange
Krystal Lesewski
Kurt Erickson
Kurt Wieland
Kyle Aduskevich
Kyle Bennin
Kyle Fremd
Kyle Bowman
Kyle Ratterree
Laini Jones
Lalena Pollitt
Lance Crow
Larry Bower
Laura Anderson
Laura Andrews
Laura Caddrill
Laura Finnegan
Laura Fizer
Laura Glidden
Laura Minor
Lauren Barnes
Lauren Barshaw
Lauren Canning
Laurence Lagarde
Laurene Gegen
Laurie Hanley
Laurie Lauren
Lawrence Kunkel
Lea Hallie
Lea Ann Wells
Lee Martin
Leigh Snyder
Leigh Zwicker
Leon Kos
Leona Eisenman
Leslie Clark
Leslie DiMaio
Leslie Tomminger
Levi Lowrie
Liesl Mordhorst
Linda Burfening
Linda Cline
Linda Dunham
Linda Jeffries-Hilley
Linda Molstad
Linda Perry
Linda Rae Colby
Linda Tepper
Lindsey Turner
Lisa Burkholder
Lisa Chiu
Lisa Ciallella
Lisa Gray
Lisa Oreshak
Lisa Kusick
Lisa Pontius
Lorena Curry
Lori Bormeng
Lori Humphries
Lori Malone
Lori Sakshaug
Lori Southard
Lorraine Ruh
Lorrie Snyder
Luann Albertson
Luanne Te
Luke Beebe
Lyla Kultgen
Lynda Hinz
Lynda Rehop-Khart
Lynn Stephan
Lynne Midyette
Mackenzie Chesko
Mackenzie Schock
Madeline Vuong
Madison Himes
Mae Stewart
Makenzi Fresh
Manuel DACruz
Marcella Zettler
Marcia Palecki
Marcus Fussell
Margaret Null
Margaret Shankland
Margaret Smiley
Margaret Whaley
Mariah Spear
Marie Deebach
Marie Friesen
Marina Hovey
Marllyn Johnson
Marllyn Taylor
Marion Neveel
Marion Pope
Marisa Levitsis
Marissa Sorensen
Mark Allison
Mark Benson
Mark Brown
Mark Crowder
Mark Kirchner
Mark Osterberg
Mark Rayburn
Marthah Dugger
Marshall Moklebust
Martina Galleryn
Mary Boreen
Mary Desmarais
Mary Hubbard
Mary Manning
Mary Sykes
Maryn Gerdes
Mason Anderson
Mathilda Wheeler
Matthew & Roxanne Chandler
Matthew Althoff
Matthew Ford
Matthew Foster
Matthew Guzman
Matthew Kasch
Matthew Kofer
Matthew Ollinger
Max McKinney
Megan Hoeth
Megan Johnson
Megan Schormann
Megan Speyer
Melanie Galvin
Melanie Mitchell
Melanie Woodland
Melchor Garcia-Acosta
Melinda Bradley
Melinda Maulding
Melissa Cornelsen
Melissa Gamage
Melvin Coen
Michael and Brenda Transier
Michael Bennett
Michael Borseth
Michael Cissell
Michael Cummings
Michael Daleske
Michael Doran
Michael Estes
Michael Fast
Michael Franson
Michael Gates
Michael Gilreath
Michael Grieses
Michael John
Michael Keller
Michael Maloy
Michael Markley
Michael Reha
Michael Russell
Michael Rutledge
Michael Steward
Michael Williams
Michaela Lewis
Michele Knowles
Michele Porter
Michelle Andersen
Michelle Henry-Sharp
Michelle Keller
Mikal Bray
Minako Hinrichs
Miranda Wilmonth
Missy Lawson
Misty Chesney
Misty Regan
Mitchell Anderson
Moira Landis
Molly Wiseman
Morgan Price
Nadine DeGolier
Nadine Weller
Nadine Wicken
Nancy Awamura
Nancy Beyer
Nancy Beck
Nancy Moja
Nancy O'Brien
Narada Wongyai
Natalie Purington
Natalie Quarnstrom
Natalie Zuccheru
Nathalie Karpinsky
Nathan Near
Nathan Spinnelli
Nathan Thurp
Nathan Zabel
Nelia Viorla
Nicola Nation
Nicole Johnston
Nicole Kuehlwein
Nicolette Silva
Nikki Nuechterlein
Nole Scovile
Norma Haies
Norma Pittman
Nyasha Jernigan
Oliver Pavek
Olivia Ciraiz
Olivia Olson
Paige Bean
Pamela Herbert
Pamela Hoopman
Pamela Petri
Pamela Poole
Pasqualeno Talluto
Pat Lively
Patricia Brown
Patricia Curtiss
Patricia Smith
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Patricia Tose
Patricia Wilson
Patrick Burns
Patrick Lee
Patty Perry
Paul and Kimberly Tuley
Paul Aspen
Paul De Fonzo
Paul Franklin
Paul Kallgren
Paul Paterson
Paul Weber
Paula Brown
Paula Cobob
Paulette Ginnard
Pearle Peterson
Peggy Goetz
Penny Orr
Peter Harbers
Peter Worsham
Phillip Aragon
Phyllis Cooper
Rachael Mueller
Rachel Brucker
Rachelle Dillaman
Ramona M. Machulak
Ranee Riddle
Randy and Jude Hovey
Randy Schaefer
Rebecca Avery
Rebecca Brown
Rebecca Kitzman
Rebecca Koch
Rebecca Pardue
Regina Torpey
Reid Wilson
Rena Heisler
Renee Acree
Renee King
Renee Zehr
Resa Gipson
Rex Fraser
Rhonda South
Richard Alverdes
Richard Cromoga
Richard Davis
Richard Hill
Richard Hoxie
Richard Jubie
Richard Keith
Richard Montmey
Richard Rosenkilde
Richard Schottmuller
Riene Love
Rinku Wheaton
Rita Gnerius
Robert Burch
Robert Dygert
Robert Hicks
Robert Higginbotham
Robert Logan
Robert Login
Robert Norman
Robert Primavera
Robert Sorensen
Robert Westvang
Robert Wilso
Robert Zahn
Robertta Janeus
Robertta Joy
Robin Johnson
Roger Bernhardt
Roger Fritz
Ron Oxida
Ron Ridgway
Ronald Amisson
Ronald and Leah Shrum
Ronniere Latham
Rory Cameron
Rosa Taylor
Rose Kostur
Rosex Marie Meo
Rosemarie Ocsan
Roy Alexander
Ruth Colton
Ruth Kirschner
Ruth McIvers
Ruth Sprague
Ryan Kitzke
Sabrina Sanchez
Sabrina Topp
Sadie Thompson
Salita Anderson
Sally Jordan
Sally Pen
Sam Pottenger
Samuel Bundy-Roberts
Samuel Hollo
Sandhya Rao
Sandra Carlson
Sandra Falteisek
Sandra Lynn
Sandra Nuss
Sandra Paine
Sandra Swanson
Santiago Bonilla
Sara Kamp
Sara Mahlin
Sara Showalter
Sara Stevens
Sara Young
Sarah & Michael Bryc
Sarah Cohn
Sarah Cossette
Sarah Hartwell
Sarah Nova
Sarah Vander Beek
Scarlet Slutter
Scott & Jen McEwen
Scott Cooper
Scott Green
Scott Sparkler
Sean Blackburn
Sean Lewis
Sean Parris
Sean Raymond
Sean Sparks
Sean Wheeler
Ser Jay De Los Angeles
Seth Bass
Seth McOmber
Shamora Bearwood
Shana Keen
Shane Wade
Shannelle Bridgeman
Shannon Daniel
Shannon Druckey
Shannon Fuhrman
Shannon Olin
Shannon Olson
Shannon Ottow
Shannon Pederson
Shannon Tetreau
Shannon Walk
Shanti Wood
Shari Poong
Sharon Andersen
Sharon Bredman
Sharon Grieffey Clark
Sharon Jorgensen
Sharon Layson
Sharon Pawlowicz
Shaun Hadley
Shaun Bannon
Shawn Pollard
Shawn Warren
Shawna & Lucas Dickson
Shawna Holt
Shayla Lucia
Shayna Halverson
Sheila Doucette
Shelly Frasier
Sherrie Kromann
Sherry Dahlquist
Sherry Scaberg-Smith
Sheryl Ellis
Shirley Comstock
Shirley Eichhorn
Shirley Neighbors
Shona Lowell
Sidney O'Connell
Simon Reid
Simon Rolon
Skylar Smith
Sonja Lee
Sonya Randall
Spencer Morris
Spencer Peters
Stacy Lewis
Stephanie Bernoski
Stephanie Beier
Stephanie Benjamin
Stephanie Booth
Stephanie Dairue
Stephanie Hooper
Stephanie Wong
Stephen and Patricia Storr
Stephen Atkins
Stephen Mahoney
Stephen Slade
Stephanie Blair-Smith
Steveana Pettigrew
Steven Adams
Steven Sukul
Steven Zophi
Stormy Erickson
Susan Cheffer
Susan Gallatin
Susan Irizarry
Susan Martinez
Susan McCord
Susan Osborn
Susan Peverly
Susan Strode
Susan Tow
Susan Trunkhill
Suzanne Bliss-Ruiz
Suzanne Britsch
Suzanne Flietz
Suzanne Knulich
Suzanne Mudra
Suzanne Richard
Suzanne Walters
Sydne Phelps
Sydney Olausen
Sylvia Gil
Syrian Seth
Taku Kusakabe
Tamara Campion
Tamara Coalson
Tamara Robinson
Tamara Stevens
Tamara Welinger
Tami Foust
Tanya Edwards
Taree Harrington
Tayla Felchlin
Taylor Devon
Taylor Jones
Taylor Williams
Ted Forman
Teresa Decota
Teresa Iversen
Teri Blackburn
Teri Taylor-Cooper
Terryl Brosseau
Terry Den Adel
Terry Motter
Terry Olsen
Terry Sieber
Thanh Huynh
Theresa Klein
Theresa Simms
Theresa Streml
Thomas & Annette Ramsay
Thomas Boyle
Thomas Cruz
Thomas Davis
Thomas Ford
Thomas Hopkins
Thomas Kearney
Thomas Maestat
Thomas Monroe
Thomas Sanguino
Tiffany Blevins
Tiffany Honka
Tiffany Quackenbush
Timothy and Melissa Anderson
Timothy Mikesell
Tina Crockett
Tina Moss
Tina Webb
TJ Borden
Todd Guoy
Todd Johnson
Todd Wilburn
Tom and Noelle Elsbree
Tomi Wheeler
Tommie Maxwell
Toni Petersen
Toni Thompson
Tonya Hull
Torri Uphoff
Traci Mann
Tracy Miller
Travis Mattoon
Travis McKee
Treacy & Dana Frye
Trent Fallon
Trent Ralston
Trevor and Margaret Lewis
Trina Chamberlain
Trisha Rook
Troy Otis
Troy Ulmer
Troy Williams
Ty Vogel
Tyre Anderson
Tyson Runnels
Ursula Schuleburg
Valerie Jeglum
Valerie Wiegele
Valyn Thompson
Vernon Brendle
Vicki Cullen
Vicki Shondel
Vicki Tyler
Vincent James
Virginia Paterno
Virginia Weber
Virin Duangari
Wade Rediger
Wanda Reser
Warren Aspden
Wayne Melton
Wendy and Shane Wold
Wendy Hawle
Wendy Hugo
Wendy Owen
Wendy Willette
Will Hanson
William & Kathleen Kelso
William Childers
William Hodge
William Magas
William Mattern
William Montgomery
William Tomlinson
Willis Cole
Yvonne Schwab
Zach Smith
Zachary Kramer
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Tilly
Tonks
Freddick
Heely
Bridget
Toby